
IMA CAMPAIGN
Towards the third week of October, the 
IMA-AUS Student Chapter started the IMA 
Campaign which aimed towards 
introducing the IMA to the accounting 
students and creating awareness about 
the prestigious CMA Designation. 
Specifically, the goal was to attract 
students' attention to the different 
opportunities the IMA membership 
provides. To do this, the IMA-AUS board 
members visited the accounting classes 
and talked about the IMA and the student 
chapter. The campaign ended on 
November 6th where the board members 
welcomed the students in SBA and 
handed out IMA brochures and introduced 
the IMA Case Competition and 
encouraged the business students to 
participate. 
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IMA BINGO

On November 25, the IMA-AUS Student 
Chapter organized the IMA BINGO event. 
The aim of this event was for the students 
to get to know and meet the board 
members. Hence, the event was organized 
as a game to introduce the student chapter. 
The game was inspired by the classic game 
of BINGO but was based on accounting 
rather than numbers.  The winners were 
awarded with movie vouchers by the 
chapter. 



STUDYING STRATEGY

I prepared a study plan that I knew would 
work best for me. I remained committed to 
the plan, which ensured I had more time to 
practice questions after completing the 
review of the material. Time management 
was the key! I sat for both exam parts, in less 
than a year, while I was doing my masters 
and working as a research assistant and 
tutor. 
 

The IMA-AUS Student Chapter conducted an interview with Zubaida, an AUS 
alumni regarding her experience on preparing and studying for the CMA Exam. 
The following are her responses to some of the questions we asked her. 

IMA SCHOLARSHIP & MEMBERSHIP

The IMA Scholarship gave me the motivation I needed to do the exam much 
earlier than I intended to and the fact that I received it made me want to 
deserve it. The IMA membership gave me access to a large community who 
shared their exam tips, study tips as well as how to balance my other 
responsibilities while preparing. The network also provides assurance that you 
are getting first hand experiences of people who have either completed the 
exam or are currently preparing for one. 

STUDY MATERIALS & RESOURCES

The CMA Guide helped me plan my study times and organize the material into 
smaller sections. I asked for tips and advice from everyone I knew who had 
taken the exam; my professors other colleagues who had done the CMA and the 
IMA membership network. I reviewed my undergraduate course notes in 
addition to practicing with Gleim's review book and database for questions. 


